Age related changes in the activity-rest circadian rhythms and c-fos expression of ring doves with aging. Effects of tryptophan intake.
Age related changes in the circadian rhythms and sleep quality has been linked with impairment in the function of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and melatonin secretion. The precursor of melatonin, serotonin (5-HT) is a neurotransmitter involved in the synchronisation of the circadian clock located in SCN, which shows decreased levels with age. The present work studied the effects of L-tryptophan, the precursor of 5-HT, on the circadian activity-rest rhythm and c-fos expression in the SCN of young and old ring doves, animals diurnal and monocyclic as humans. Two hours before the onset of dark phase, animals housed in cages equipped for activity recording and maintained under 12/12 L/D conditions, received orally L-tryptophan (100 and 240 mg/kg) and, for comparative purposes, melatonin (2.5 and 5 mg/kg). The administration of both L-tryptophan and melatonin reduced the nocturnal activity of all ring doves although only the highest doses were effective in old ones. A reduced amplitude in the activity-rest rhythm was observed in old animals in comparison to youngest, but it was increased after the treatments. Sleep parameters, calculated from the activity data, indicated a worsened sleep quality in old animals but it was improved with the treatments. In addition, the expression of c-fos in the SCN was reduced after both mentioned treatments. The results point to the SCN as a target for the observed nocturnal effects of L-tryptophan and melatonin, and support the supplemental administration of the essential amino acid L-tryptophan to reverse the disturbances of the circadian activity-rest cycle related with ageing.